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Exhale XR | Enterprise Application



The Exhale XR | VR Wellness library is a great in
addition to your daily well-being routine. This
virtual collection is a library of bright, beautiful,

360°calming immersions.

Exhale XR’s main goal is to quickly transition the
viewer into a fully immersive 360° space, that will

instantly pinstantly provide a sense of calm. 

Mission



No expensive hardware or software required

What is needed per client?

1 smartphone

1 cardboard or plastic VR headset

1 enterprise app download

Device & Software Requirements



App license *per smartphone

App Activation Cost

1-100 clients

*per 2 hours - all access *you decide *per month

Activate the exhale XR app as desired.

Activate the app throughout the day or as
it fits with the companies event, program

or client calendars.

Decide based on your company’s needs.

Switch between paying monthly and paying
per every 2 hours to best suit the needs
for the projected yearly budget. 

Pay monthly to activate all access.

Best for companies with multiple events,
on-going programs and/or facilities to

maximize access to the Exhale XR collection
anytime, anywhere.

$2.99 - $399.99

monthly
Premium 24/7 
all access

$399.99

monthly
Premium 24/7 
all access

$2.99

per 2 hours
all access

20-135 clients 135+ clients

Part Time Use In-between Use Premium



*based on estimated retail market cost

Cardboard

Branded Cardboard

Higher quality plastic sets

iOS Apple & Android VR compatible
smartphones.

We recommend looking for bulk or wholesale
sellers on top platforms like:

Amazon
or

Alibaba

$0.99-$1.99

$2.99-$3.99

$9.99+

Compatible VR Headsets Compatible Smartphones Alternative Options

When the situation allows, suggest the guest
or client download the Exhale XR | VR Wellness
app for individual viewers on their device,
at their cost. *see privacy policy and EULA for details

This option allows small-medium events and
companies to save on the highest costs of
displaying VR content, the cost of smartphones
and licensing.

Device Activation Cost



Download Today

Enterprise
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